Character
Age-573
Origin-Zytreek
Name-Zeeek
Ability-Overgrowth & Regeneration
Weakness-Fire, Sand biome
Appearance-Alien tree creature, looks like a tree, can change physique
Backstory
Zeeek is an extraterrestrial tree creature that had an appearance that looked
more like a plant than anything else, just like everyone on Zytreek. Which happened to
be a paradise, with fresh air and what felt like an infinite supply of whatever you
wanted, and the citizens were as kind as bumblebees. Even so, Zeeek was still an
outcast who was banished from his home planet for being different. This was because
he could form anything with his body, even change his physique! He could create a
barrier around himself which would protect him if something was hurting him. This
was new to the doctors and it scared them, they didn’t know what to do so they hid
the baby and said that it died after birth.
Shocked but excited, they experimented on the newborn and came up with an
antidote to keep these random powers at bay. Unfortunately, after many years Zeeek
was finally caught using his unusual powers, which then led to him being exiled, for
knowone knew the true potential of his powers and they were scared of it so they sent
him away in a spaceship. Now in space having passed many planets, Zeeek was seeking
for a place to call home, a place where he felt welcome. Eventually he stumbled upon a
planet named Earth. For some reason he was drawn to this mysterious planet, so
without a shred of fear or doubt he steadily approached it in his spaceship. Now
entering the atmosphere he was gaining more speed and he was starting to rethink
his choices but it was too late he couldn’t turn around, Zeeek was now beginning to

panic because he was terrible at landing with this much speed. Now preparing to
evacuate the ship, Zeeek jumped out without hesitation and immediately generated a
shield covering his body and minimising the damage of the fall.
Zeeek was surprisingly calm, even though he was now stuck on an unknown
planet. He took the time to fully take in this extraordinary place that he carelessly
crashed on. It was an amazing forest full of life and an endless amount of trees, just
like Zytreek. Carried away with joy Zeeek forgot about the tasks at hand like finding
his spaceship and started to explore this unknown land. All around him there were
different creatures, things he never even dreamed of seeing. Overexcited at what he
had found Zeeek explored further into this untold forest until he found something that
caught his eye. It looked like some kind of area full of little wooden buildings that were
overflowing with weird species that were around the same size as Zeeek but looked
completely different. Instead of Zeeek’s hard outer shell they had what looked like a
mushy and stretchy substance covering their body and they hid most of it with
unusual fabric. Confused Zeeek hesitantly went to explore this uncharted territory.
After he took a few steps into this abnormal area he was startled by a loud, high
pitch scream yelling “MONSTER!” Zeeek didn’t understand what it meant but it
scared him so he ran off into the bushes as fast as he could hoping they weren’t
referring to him, for the way they said it sounded terrible. Frightened by what they
would do to him if he came back Zeeek decided not to enter that area and go the
opposite direction.
As Zeeek was slowly walking away whilst looking at the wondrous life forms
hidden in this thick jungle, he started to feel like something was staring at him almost
following him. Zeeek also heard rattling in the bushes and it freaked him out so he
started running away. After a while Zeeek stopped running and sat down. He came to
realise there was probably nothing there, and it was just the wind that made the
noise in the bushes. Zeeek regained his breath and started getting up but then a
massive earthquake followed by blinding lights and high frequency noises knocked him
over again. Now frozen from shock, Zeeek slowly looked down at his body and saw it all

glitchy and disoriented, he then started feeling dizzy and passed out. When he woke up
there was a loud ringing in his head and he was back to normal, well almost. There
was a blue crystal implanted in his arm but it didn’t bother him for he couldn’t tell it
was there unless he looked at it, so he just ignored it. Zeeek wasn’t on the world he
crashed on, instead he was in an empty, colourless void with nothing but himself.
Afraid, tears streamed down Zeeek’s face and this was something that he had never
experienced. The ringing in his head gradually went away and he started to notice
that he wasn’t sitting on anything but it didn’t feel like he was falling either. He tried
putting his hands where he was sitting but there was nothing stopping him from going
further downwards. Zeeek tried using his powers but nothing happened, he tried
running forwards until he hit something but he never felt or hit anything, nor did he
run out of energy. Now in a sitting down motion once again Zeeek started hearing a
faint voice, it was like something was calling him. He started to breathe as quietly as
possible so he could hear this mysterious voice clearer, now concentrating Zeeek could
make out what the voice was saying. The voice was whispering “time has stopped, I
have gathered many champions including myself to help fix this error I have made. In
order to get time going again you have to get the hidden artifacts in the lost continent
of Hamara or go to the planet Kelm for their supreme technology but these tasks will
not be easy and you will have to make sacrifices are you prepared?” The voice stopped
talking and awaited an answer. Zeeek not fully understanding what the voice was
talking about started to feel the anger rising in his chest, he tried attacking this odd
voice but he didn’t know where it was and his powers were amiss. It was useless,
struggle was useless, Zeeek was lost for words. Staggering on his reply Zeeek gave up
and gave in to whatever this abnormal voice was saying. He spoke without believing
there was another option to take and proclaimed to the voice “ I am prepared to help
fix your mistakes in order for me to return to my timeline” . There was a pause, until
Zeeek finally decided he was going to go to the lost continent of Hamara and find the
ancient artifacts. He confidently told the voice this and once he finished talking a blue
portal suddenly appeared and it was like that of a black hole but was different

somehow. It was slowly pulling Zeeek towards it, but there was no resistance for Zeeek
knew this was how he was being transported, still Zeeek wanted to but he didn’t. Now
his fingertips were touching this unnatural gateway, slowly devouring his body and
Zeeek did nothing. Zeeek’s body almost through, he took one last glance at the empty
void and reassured himself that everything will be okay. As the air crackled with
electricity, Zeeek stepped forwards into the glowing azure vortex. The layers beneath
him seemed to crumble and fall away as he fell backwards, tumbling into the
maelstrom.

